
Deluxe Chalet 

Whilst enjoying the idea of being away from a large bustling resort but wanting your own facilities 

the Deluxe is ideal and your perfect base. The Deluxe Chalets all sit on the side of the desert 

mountain backdrop with stunning views of the Red Sea directly in front of them and the buildings 

are of local red stone, timber framing and a thatched roof offering a clean modern room. Inside each 

chalet there is an ensuite toilet and shower room, independent modern split unit air conditioning, 

LED satellite TV with 20 European channels, mini fridge, keypad room safe and a smoke alarm. The 

rooms are supplied with clean bed linen and 2 towels per person, beach towels are provided at the 

reception. There are 14 of these rooms. 

Boutique Room  

These are located at the top of the resort and are built of local red stone with an ornamental brick 

roof. These rooms offer the same specification as the Deluxe Chalets with separate large en suite 

facilities and generally a larger floor area. Each of the Boutique Rooms is fitted with independent 

modern split unit air conditioning, LED satellite TV with 20 European channels, mini fridge, keypad 

room safe and a smoke alarm. The rooms are supplied with clean bed linen and 2 towels per person, 

beach towels are provided at the reception. There are 10 of these rooms. 

Eco Huts  

Mountain views across a courtyard and are all with shared facilities, but private rooms sleeping 

maximum of 4. Built with natural materials with a modern feel and contemporary interior and 

each hut is fitted with a large electric ceiling fan, bedside reading lamps, bedside power points for 

charging of phones etc, and storage with hanging space. The rooms are supplied with clean bed linen 

and 2 towels per person with beach towels are provided at the reception. In the communal wash 

house there are separate washing and toilet Facilities and these are 20 metres away. Inside there are 

separate shower cubicles curtained away. There are 9 of these rooms.  

 


